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DCAB 
Alan310 dcab 
Recently retired CEO with 20+ years experience from a small international corporation specializing 
in sales and distribution. With offices in Los Angeles and Atlanta, and an office/factory in Shanghai, 
personally overlooked distribution of items from Jewelry to IT equipment to the world market. Flown 
over 1 million miles to sell to well-known retailers such as El Corte Real in Spain, Warehouse in New 
Zealand, Mitsukoshi in Japan, Mir Dvestva in Russia, and well-known retailers in the Middle East. 
Lifelong learner, avid archer, and crypto advocate, came across Dero in February and have been 
active in the community ever since.


Slack: @Alan310 dcab 
Telegram: @Alan310 
Discord: Alan310 
BitcoinTalk: alan310


Azzi 
Software Engineering Researcher with 10+ years experience in the field. Throughout this time has 
been responsible for developing software mostly in C++, and managing projects and teams. Have 
been involved with the Dero community for the past 7 months after being involved with blockchain 
and cryptocurrency for over a year.


Slack: @azzi

Discord: azzi#3253

BitcoinTalk: Azzi

Reddit: /u/-Azzi- 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dank 
Government contractor with a diverse background including marketing, full-stack development, 
business ownership, and management spanning 10+ years. Father of one, believes in the 
preservation of privacy and personal security as liberties that should be extended to the next 
generation and beyond. Luckily found the BTC ANN just after it was posted and felt the project 
could accomplish those goals. 


Moderator: Slack, Discord, Telegram


Slack: @dank 
Telegram: @Danktron 
Discord: Dank#8384 
Reddit: /u/dank3ry 

hawrre 
Software engineer with 9+ years of programming experience specializing in distributed computing 
and consensus algorithms. Been involved with the Dero project for 7 months and crypto for 2+ 
years.


Slack: @hawrre 
Telegram: @hawrre1 
Discord: hawrre#0483 
BitcoinTalk: hawrre 
Reddit: /u/hawrre1


kryptoid 
System engineer and application architect with a career spanning 8+ years. Been involved with 
crypto for 4+ years and with Dero for 8 months. After reading the whitepaper, was inspired by the 
vision for the future outlined to stay and contribute to the community as much as possible.


Moderator: Slack, Discord


Slack: @kryptoid 
Telegram: @kryptoid 
Discord: kryptoid#2629 
BitcoinTalk: krypt0id 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MagicSmoker 
Self-proclaimed independent thinker and not simply a rubber-stamping Kool-aid drinker. A freelance 
electronics engineer specializing in power conversion (hence the magic smoke reference) for 20+ 
years, but also an active stock/options trader. He has known about Bitcoin since its inception, but 
didn’t start taking crypto seriously until early 2017. This then led to mining, signing up for 
BitcoinTalk, and getting involved with Dero in December 2017 at the Captain’s request.


Slack: @MagicSmoker 
Discord: MagicSmoker#1900 
BitcoinTalk: MagicSmoker 

Mat 
Network engineering specialist with 5+ years experience holding a degree in computer science and 
an MBA. Currently working as a co-founder at a small IT startup. Been involved with Dero for the 
past 6 months and crypto for the past 1+ years.


Slack: @Mat 
Telegram: @matdero 
Discord: mat#1600 
BitcoinTalk: mat1357 
Twitter: @Mat76566965 

Mirror 
Owner and operator of a small IT company for 15+ years, specializes in low-level systems and first-
line support for cloud engineering and infrastructure research. Been involved with Dero for 7 months 
and crypto for 10+ months. Avid miner who enjoys building rigs and optimizing the hardware.


Slack: @mirror 
Telegram: @Mirror_01001101 
Discord: Mirror#6518 
Reddit: /u/--Mirror-- 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MoonjellySky 
Early to mid-stage growth specialist with 8+ years working with small startups, all with $200M+ 
private exits or IPOs, in both Silicon Valley and Los Angeles. Holds degree in computer science with 
3 specializations in low-level systems, intelligent systems and networking. Spend 3+ years in 
college doing research into GPU acceleration. Currently running customer support, investor 
relations and datapath construction at current company. Been involved with dero for 7 months and 
crypto for 2+ years. 


Slack: @MoonjellySky 
Discord: MoonjellySky#2914 
BitcoinTalk: cpmcgrat


Nelbert442 
Cloud Migration and IaaS footprint specialist currently working as a system administration and 
automation engineer at a university with 7+ years experience. Works extensively as a windows 
administrator. Been involved with crypto for 5+ years and Dero for 6 months.


Slack: @Nelbert442 
Telegram: @Nelbert442 
Discord: Nelbert442#5433 
BitcoinTalk: Nelbert442 
Twitter: @Nelbert442 

Monerise 
3D printing business owner for 6+ years, with prior industry experience in patent law and marketing. 
Monerise has an academic background in computer science and involved with pool operations for a 
brief time before advancing to cryptocurrency algorithmic trading.


Slack: @Monerise 
Telegram: Monerise 
Discord: Monerise#6737 
BitcoinTalk: Monerise 
Twitter: @Monerise_ 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Voidberg 
Computer Science PhD with 10+ years experience doing work programming for microcontrollers. 
While at university, worked on the development of new types of sensors for humanoid robots, 
designing PCBs and programming microcontrollers in ASM/C. Now, working in industry, developing 
new user interfaces. Been involved with crypto for 2+ years and Dero for 7 months.


Slack: @Voidberg 
Discord: voidberg#5608 
BitcoinTalk: Dr_Voidberg 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